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FOREWORD
Analysis of probable battlefield requirements for field artillery in the 1990's indicates an emphasis on rapid firepower capability to decrease the effect of numerical inferiority against an attack by a major enemy.
The proposed Division Support Weapons System (DSWS) will include higher fire rates than have been used in the past.
To assure there would be no degradation of this higher rate capability, the Project Manager for Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems funded a study to determine the best location for prefuzing the 155-mm M483 dual purpose round, an improved conventional munition.
In this report, prefuzing is defined as installing the projectile fuze at any point before delivery to the howitzer.
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INTRODUCTION
The M483 dual purpose (DP), Improved conventional munitions (ICM) round is considered to be one of the major components of the Army Field Artillery arsenal of weapons.
Usable in three presently fielded, 155-mm howitzers (the M114A2 towed howitzer, the M109 self-propelled howitzer (SPH), and the M198 towed howitzer), the M483 round gives the battlefield commander the option of denying an area to the enemy by attacking personnel and armor simultaneously. The effect on the newest enemy tanks may be minimal, but any lightly armored targets and personnel are subject to an incapacitating fire. When fielded, the multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) will augment this capability even further.
The M509 DP ICM round is also being produced to give the 8-inch howitzers the same capability.
Since the majority of the 155-mm rounds expected to be fired against a major enemy will be M483 DP ICM rounds and since a time fuze has been used almost exclusively with this round, the concept of prefuzing the round was an obvious possibility.
The pros and cons of prefuzing an artillery round are numerous and tend to be nebulous unless a detailed analysis is made of the possible problems and advantages entailed.
This report documents such a study conducted between November 1981 and June 1982.
Extensive discussions were held with representatives of numerous organizations associated with this prefuzing consideration.
The opinions and advice of these experts are reflected in the findings reported herein.
In addition to personnel of Large Caliber Weapons Systems Laboratory, ARRADCOM, the following organizations participated in this study: Prefuzing large caliber ammunition is not unknown in the Army. Recently, 105-mm ammunition has been prefuzed during manufacture. Also, because 105-mm is a cased round (i.e., has the propellant in a case attached to the projectile), it lends itself to prefuzing, thereby eliminating the need for any auxiliary parts. Load, assemble, and pack (LAP) procedures and methods had to be modified and carefully monitored to permit safe assembly and handling of the combined fuze and round combination following a tragic accident at Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant that resulted from unauthorized spinning of the fuze. After this correction, no problem was encountered with production, shipping, handling, or storage of the prefuzed 105-mm rounds.
Not all 105-mm rounds were or are prefuzed.
The user has several fuze options available for high explosive (HE) or white phosphorous (WP) rounds. A minimal handling problem is encountered with a 105-mm round because of its weight (less than 22 kg) and small diameter, allowing lifting by hand from any direction.
The standard packaging for 105-mm fuzed rounds also physically protects the round and fuze from damage, but does not seal out moisture.
The U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA) has determined that the assembled shelf life of one type of 105-mm round is only half that of separate components due to moisture degradation of the explosive train of the fuze.
If prefuzed rounds were to be produced, this might not be a problem since the seals on fuzes have been improved.
4.2-Inch Mortar Ammunition
Prefuzing the 4.2-inch mortar ammunition should be considered as the round uses the same fuzes as ArnQr large caliber howitzer ammunition. The Marines also use the 4.2-inch mortar and follow the Army doctrine.
The last Marine buy was LAP-prefuzed with the M557 PD fuze.
Recent Army buys were prefuzed (except for the >D35A2 illuminating round with M577 MT fuzes), but rounds have been prefuzed in the past.
Since there are numerous types of 4.2-inch mortar rounds available that require different fuzes, the Infantry (as the user) is interested in LAPprefuzed ammunition to simplify their logistics.
Their doctrine requires fuzing in the M106 mortar carrier after it has been stopped to prepare for a mission. When the rounds are received from the ammunition resupply vehicle (ARV), they are removed from the wooden packing crates and protecting cardboard tubes, fuzed (if not prefuzed), replaced in the cardboard tubes for protection, and stored in the ready racks of the M106.
The M106 can then be moved into position for Its mission (if it is not already there). The ARV at this time is usually a truck, the crew of which does not have the military operational specialty (MOS) to prefuze the rounds.
Although a more dedicated ARV is under consideration, it would probably not be specialized enough for the crew to prefuze the 4.2-inch mortar rounds.
Handling the mortar rounds (12,7 kg) is no problem, and the packaging affords protection, with or without a fuze.
Navy Large Caliber Ammunition
The Navy currently maintains three classes of ammunition for their shipboard guns: fixed, separated, and bagged gun ( fig. 1 ).
Fixed ammunition ( fig. 2 ) applies to ammunition which has the cartridge case crimped around the base of the projectile.
The primer is inserted into the cartridge case.
The projectile and the cartridge case containing the primer and propelling charge form one unit as a fixed round of ammunition.
Small caliber guns and guns through 3 inch and 76 mm use fixed ammunition. Separated (cased) ammunition applies to larger ammunition and consists of two parts, the projectile assembly and the cartridge case assembly ( fig. 3 ). The projectile assembly consists of the projectile body containing the payload or explosive and nose fuze or base fuze, as applicable. The cartridge case assembly is similar to the fixed ammunition round, except the projectile is replaced with a mouth plug (to close the open end of the cartridge case). In older ammunition, the mouth plug was cork, but in newer ammunition it is plastic.
Both are chambered and consumed in the firing process.
Whereas in fixed ammunition the cartridge is crimped to the projectile on or aft of the rotating band, in separated ammunition it is crimped on the mouth plug.
The term "cartridge" in the Navy usually means a complete round of fixed ammunition.
Separated ammunition is produced for 5-inch, 38-caliber through 8-inch, 55-caliber guns.
Bagged gun (separate loading) ammunition applies to all gun sizes larger than 8 inches and one 8-inch gun type still in use. The older cruisers use the separate loading, bag-type ammunition while the newer classes of heavy cruisers use ammunition of the separated type.
These two types of ammunition are generally referred to as 8-inch slow fire (SF) for the older bag type and rapid fire (RF) for the new separated types. Components of the propelling charge in Navy separated ammunition
The Navy prefuzes all their current large caliber ammunition projectiles at time of manufacture or at the CO^fUS depot.
Luting (MS603), a paraffin-based compound, is heated to the liquid state and applied to the fuze threads, and the fuze is then torqued to the projectile. This gives a sealing and a small amount of adhesive action between fuze and projectile. Additionally, some fuzes are then staked to the projectile.
Each nose fuze on the separated or bagged gun projectile is covered with a metal fuze cover to protect the fuze after it is in place.
The fuze covers are of two designs: the older design is secured using threads on the projectile ogive; and a new design ( fig. 4) uses a large circlip and a groove on the ogive for attachment.
The new design is sealed with an "o" ring.
The Navy is not completely satisfied with the storage of their rounds where fuzes are concerned.
Under some conditions, the fuze cover is believed to seal in the moisture, and has been redesigned partly to correct this condition with a better seal, and partly to enable the cover to be removed more rapidly by just yanking off the circlip with a hooklike tool. Although the new design cover has only been applied for a short time on one round, it has been very well received.
While its eventual use on all large projectiles is expected, it has not been in use long enough to determine the efficacy of the seal to eliminate the moisture problem.
The rounds are stored vertically in steel pallets which have integral lifting eyes.
The pallets are either lowered with dock cranes directly into the ship's hold, or off-loaded onto the vessel's elevators and lowered to the magazine.
In some cases neither method is possible and the rounds must be off-loaded topside and slung two decks to the magazine.
Here they are stored vertically in racks along the walls along with the various charges.
With the 5-inch, 54-caliber guns and rounds (the most widely used active Navy system), the separated cartridge case assembly and the projectile assembly are hand-loaded vertically into a two-layer drum (20 rounds maximum capacity) with the projectile assembly on top and the cartridge case assembly below, configured in firing position.
The fuze cover is removed either before or during the drum-loading operation.
Hand-loading can be accomplished without undue fatigue since the projectile assembly is approximately 32 kg; the cartridge case assembly is approximately 16 kg; and a mixed 20 rounds can be preloaded as a cushion.
The drum can then be reloaded between firings. By being indexed to the desired point, the two parts of the round are aligned to be mechanically hoisted up two levels to the gun mount, still in chambering position.
They are then chambered by a mechanical loader.
The projectile . assembly is stopped by the lands, and the cartridge assembly by the cartridge case lip ( fig. 3) . This leaves space between the mouth plug and the projectile base that becomes the source of the "shock start" requirement for Navy fuzes.
Different ranges are accommodated by using three cartridge case assemblies with three different amounts of propellant.
M483 PREFUZING
The pros and cons of installing the projectile fuze at any point' prior to delivery to the howitzer are detailed in the following section. However, the advantages and disadvantages polarized the cognizant personnel more than any other prefuzing possibility.
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Prefuzing at the LAP plant would require changes to projectile assembly lines and to handling of the completed round.
Fuze protection would also be required.
Based on the Navy's experience with fuze protection, a steel cap would have to be used and a method of attaching this cap to the projectile would have to be devised.
It poses two problems however: would grooves or threads on the projectile ogive cause ballistic problems and how would the round be moved without a lifting plug? One solution would be to combine the fuze cover and lifting plug; i.e., put a lifting loop on top of the fuze cover. The lifting loop and fuze cover would need to be strong enough to support the weight of at least two rounds for the use of a "four-legged sling" on an eightround pallet. This would then pose two additional problems: would the groove or threads be strong enough to lift the projectile (45 kg) and where would the fusible feature, presently included in the lifting plug, be placed?
(ARRCOM would not accept an ICM cargo round that did not include protection against cargo expulsion by fire.)
Solving the problem of the fusible lifting plug replacement is of paramount importance.
The current design plug used with the M483 and M509 rounds has a fusxble alloy filler approximately 2.5 cm in diameter and 0.9 cm thick. When subjected to high temperatures, the filler melts and provides a hole through which the cargo expulsion charge pressure escapes.
In reality, the pressure is enough to cause cargo expulsion, but on a much more limited basis than if no fusible feature were provided.* If this fusible feature is to be available, it will have to be provided in the ogive area of the projectile itself.
Venting, superior to the existing lifting plug, could be obtained with two 2.5 cm holes opposite each other in the ogive, and balancing each other when filled with fusible material.
If made with a "V" contour, the plugs should resist the centrifugal force caused by the projectile spin. However, consultations with the personnel responsible for the design and modification of the metal parts of the M483 projectile (and the M509) revealed that the pressure during expulsion (10,000 psi) would be more than the fusible metal could withstand (app A).
This results in an apparent enigma as there is no space large enough to vent through the fuze.
The method of handling the completed fuzed rounds is of major importance. Presently, the lifting plug provides an almost ideal way of moving the round with a mechanical hoist.
If the plug is not used for lifting, an alternate method of handling will have to be provided.
If a horizontal packout method were used [considered a method of handling to use the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle (FAASV) racks], the packing would have to be done with a special machine. The FAASV horizontal racks are estimated to cost $200 minimum, while the present vertical pallets are about $10 each. A more desirable option would be to retain the vertical packaging (eight to a pallet), adapted to a fuze cover with an integral lifting loop.
All the present handling methods and equipment would be applicable, but the quantities that could be stored or moved in a given space might decrease because of the increased palletized height of the eight rounds. This would be counteracted by the space saved by not having separately packaged fuzes.
There should be no effect on the storage compatibility or safe separation distance.
Amortized LAP plant costs were estimated by LAP contractor personnel to be up to $2.15 per round.
If LAP prefuzing were used, the capability to produce projectiles without the fuze would have to be maintained in at least one of the LAP plants to have the option when required. This might be required for self-registration (spotting) rounds if a satisfactory method to insure that the fuze cannot loosen during shipping results in a non-removable fuze, or one that can only be removed under special conditions set up at a depot.
Another problem, extant in M483 production, could adversely affect LAP plant prefuzing, since it would result in unknown storage life with the fuze in place. Since AMSAA surveillance has shown that fuze life in 105-mm ammunition is adversely affected by LAP plant prefuzing, the M483 round may encounter a simlar problem.
Cyclohexanone migration from the composition A-5 grenade explosive into the RDX lead is suspected of being the cause of problems with the M42 grenade. The cyclohexanone might similarly affect the lead in the M577 projectile fuze. Although this is considered a remote possibility, it is one that should not be ignored and would need a thorough investigation.
A minor consideration would be the problem of removing field-rejected or suspended fuze lots from the rounds. If the fuzes are staked or locked in place, the force required for removal could be excessive.
The process would also be labor-intensive and, therefore, expensive.
Depots
Consideration of prefuzing in depots is presently restricted to OCONUS since no appreciable stockpile of M483 projectiles exists in CONUS. However, following an anticipated buildup of M483 stockpiles in CONUS, large-scale prefuzing could be accomplished in either OCONUS or CONUS depots.
The expertise, manpower, machinery, and handling equipment are already available in CONUS and OCONUS depots, but an added expense would be encountered when the prefuzing operation is employed.
Protecting the fuzes in subsequent supply activities would still need to be accomplished as well as providing a method for moving them. The ammunition is still under the jurisdiction of the supplying organization (ARRCOM).
Ammunition Supply Point
The timely distribution to the user of the quantities of ammunition needed in a war has evolved an extensive field system which is only simplistically described here.
In a large theater of operations, there will be a rear ammuni-tion supply point (ASP) or corps storage area where the ammunition from the depot is first received (in large trucks or even from a railroad). It is then usually transferred to smaller trucks and moved to a forward ASP where it is held and/or transferred to trucks which go to the ammunition transfer point (ATP).
The forward ASP may receive containerized shipments directly and break them up for transfer to the ATP.
It therefore represents the first point at which the user (or his supplying personnel) could prefuze projectiles.
However, the M483 projectiles would still be palletized.
Since the ASP is in a forward position, facilities would be minimal, typically a concealed area with the emphasis placed on loading, unloading, and moving trucks through quickly and not on performing any maintenance or servicing of the projectiles.
Night operations with minimal lighting are to be expected.
The rear and forward ASPs may be combined if required and/or the forward ASP may combine with the ATP in some smaller theaters of operations.
The supply requirements, tactics, and physical features will determine the configuration chosen.
Ammunition Transfer Point
Ammunition transfer point prefuzing would present several difficulties. The operational requirements at the ATP might not allow sufficient extra time for personnel to prefuze all ammunition.
Resupply and rapid ammunition transfer are the major considerations at the ATP. Fuzed rounds would still need fuze protection when placed in the ammunition resupply vehicle (ARV) and also a method of handling since the lifting plug would be removed for fuzing.
Ammunition Resupply Vehicle
Ammunition resupply vehicle prefuzing for the M483 projectile requires careful consideration.
Since any suitable vehicle may be used as an ARV, some qualifications should be made at this point.
The user will solve his ammunition resupply problems in the manner most advantageous at the time.
Shortages of some vehicles, poor ATP locations, proximity of ASPs, terrain, and weather are examples of factors which can affect the resupply system.
The present ARV for normal situations is an M548. It is a tracked vehicle with no crew protection (except against weather) in which the rounds are manhandled in and out and are placed vertically on their bases. It is a dedicated ammunition transporting vehicle, and is crewed by a driver and ammunition handlers qualified to fuze projectiles.
Trucks are also used as ARVs in special situations.
The ARV of the near future appears to be the FAASV (XM992 field artillery ammunition support vehicle) which has completed DT-II tests at Yuma and OT-II tests at Ft. Still.
It is a tracked vehicle that is identical in motor and drive to the M109 self-propelled howitzer (SPH) and different only above the deck level.
It has similar personnel protection to the M109 SPH and is equipped with a conveyor to move single 155-niin or 8-inch projectiles in or out for loading or dispensing to the Ml09 SPH or MHO SPH. There are removable racks for 8-inch or 155-mm projectiles which are used in conjunction with the conveyor and an X-Y stacker to store the projectile horizontally without any manual lifting. When needed, the projectiles are retrieved in the same manner.
The conveyor is inserted into the M109 SPH and the 155-mm projectiles are delivered mechanically instead of manually.
The same situation is expected in the Division Support Weapons System (DSWS).
Since the 155-mm and 8-inch projectiles are often prefuzed in the ARV, the user tested the FAASV with this in mind.
It was found that prefuzing could be accomplished in four places in the FAASV.
The first location would be in the racks.
If the locking devices in racks are applied to the rounds individually, the 155-mm rounds can be fuzed in the racks when the FAASV is not moving. The lock is released , the round is pulled out partially with the lifting plug, the lifting plug is removed, the fuze is inserted and tightened with an M18 fuze wrench (typically), and the round is pushed back into place in the rack and locked.
As needed, the lock is released so the projectile can be removed by a lever built into the rack which hooks the base plug and pulls the projectile onto the X-Y stacker tray.
The same procedure would be followed with the 8-inch round since the system will give enough force to slide the round onto the X-Y stacker tray, even if the FAASV is tilted forward.
The situation changes if all the projectiles in the rack are locked at once. It would no longer be safe to release the lock except when the FAASV is stopped. Then the fuzing would have to be accomplished without withdrawing the round from the rack.
Since the rounds extend a considerable distance from the rack, this would not be a major problem if a special fuze wrench is devised that will either swing into the available space or angle out to clear the adjacent rounds. This would replace the M18 wrench.
Drop testing by TECOM of 155~mm and 8-inch projectiles with fuzes attached resulted in fuze detonator functions in M564 and M577 fuzes with fragmentation in the nose down attitude.
Until the extent of the hazard associated with this problem is fully determined, TECOM will not concur in a decision to transport fuzed rounds.
Under these conditions, PD fuze detonators would be expected to initiate.
The degree of hazard has not been determined but, may prove to be acceptable in the future if proper precautions, such as shielding, are taken. Until the potential hazard to the FAASV crew is more thoroughly evaluated, TACOM has stipulated that prefuzing not be done in the FAASV racks (app B).
The user also found it feasible to prefuze the 155-mm and 8-inch rounds on the X-Y stacker tray, on the "dead" section of the conveyor, and on the conveyor itself (when not running).
These locations would not require any tools, but would reduce the sustained rate of fire of the DSWS if no "cushion" could be utilized.
Prefuzing while transferring the rounds to the howitzer could keep up with the four-rounds-a-minute rate now permitted for the M109A2 SPH for the first 
